My dear colleagues,
Exciting new courses
It is that time of the year again when we are wrapping
up work and reflecting on progress.
PSP is very pleased that the new courses introduced
and tried this year, such as workshops for School
Management Teams (SMTs) on ‘Intervention’ and
‘IQMS’, were well received by teachers and schools.
The PSP plans on expanding its programme of
workshops for SMTs to co-ordinate and manage
teacher professional development at schools, as well
as courses to promote English and isiXhosa teaching
and learning. The teachers will give their input at the
Annual Mass Planning Forum in October to set up the
programme for next year.
More than 800 teachers attended the 59 Innovation
courses this year, totaling 232 hrs.
In our work we continually strive to extend teachers
beyond the pedagogy specified in the CAPS
curriculum, and to introduce teachers to new
strategies, assessments and innovative resources.
Many teachers are open to learning. They show how
they incorporate changes to their teaching, and often
comment that PSP’s training workshops inspire,
invigorate and energise them.
PSP wishes all schools, teachers and learners a
fabulous fourth term, a wonderful summer holiday,
and a blessed Christmas with family Zorina Dharsey

WARM WELCOME TO NEW FUNDRAISER
PRESHEMA SEWPAUL

“I believe that education is
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the tool to break free from
the cycle of poverty, and
I’m in awe of PSP’s mission
to ensure high quality
education, specifically in
areas that still suffer the
repercussions
of our
history. Thank you for
granting me this fantastic opportunity to make an
impact on such a worthy cause in South Africa.

"
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PSP NEWS
PSP COLLABORATES WITH THE
CITY OF CAPE TOWN (CCT)

In keeping with the City’s policy of working with a
variety of organisations and NGOs to achieve local
solutions, the City collaborated with the PSP in
supporting the PSP Energy & Change courses for
teachers run during the third term this year.
The courses guided teachers with:
 Integrating energy saving ideas, materials and
appliances donated by the CCT into the NS/NST
CAPS curriculum
 Providing ideas for curriculum activities to
implement in the classroom
 Employing appropriate teaching strategies to
promote concepts of sustainability and to include
ways of using the appliances effectively.
Pre- and post-tests written by teachers at two of the
courses showed a massive 43% average increase in
teacher content knowledge. This demonstrates a real
need for clearer understanding of the concepts of
electricity, the mains electricity supply and the
sustainable use of electricity locally and in our homes.

Using a Smart Cooker to save time and
energy
Teachers were introduced to the Smart Cooker. After
a careful reminder about the main science concepts
involved, (particles in solids, liquids & gases; the
movement of heat energy; conduction and
insulation), teachers designed their own experiments
to test the efficiency of different insulators.

Teachers constructed various designs to test their
insulation models.

The principle of the smart cooker is simply to
surround the boiling pot of food with a good layer of
insulation and to leave it. The heat in the pot is
prevented from escaping to the surroundings by the
thick layer of insulation. This means that the food in
the pot continues to cook, without needing any
further heat. This drastically reduces the amount of
energy and therefore electricity needed to cook food.

Techers received a Smart Cooker at the course.

Teachers became engrossed in testing their designs for
insulation.

Our grateful thanks goes to the City of Cape Town
for donating beautiful Smart Cookers to the
participating teachers. They were enthusiastically
received.
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PSP NEWS
PSP CELEBRATES OUR HERITAGE
WITH TEACHERS AND THE
CITY OF CAPE TOWN

The City of Cape Town’s Environmental Education is
broadly understood and also includes heritage
education.
The City thus supported the PSP to run five courses
for teachers on the three indigenous knowledge
topics of traditional pottery, weaving and
fermentation during Heritage week this year. A total
of 146 teachers participated enthusiastically.
Teachers enjoyed
working with clay
and making their
own pinch pots.

These activities translated into active classrooms,
where learners experienced the pleasure of making
clay pots. Teacher comment on the course:
'It surpassed my expectations. Congratulations on a
job well done. I loved the ideas and resources shared
with us. Indigenous cultural knowledge can never be
emphasized enough in our curriculum to celebrate
our contribution to humanity.' Grade 6 teacher
Stephen Road Primary.

THANKS TO THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
Lindie Buirski
from the City
(middle) also
participated in
the courses.

Miss Kim Geduld
from De Duine
Primary School
proudly
presented her
coil pot.

The PSP received funding from the National Lottery
for the final development and
production of the three
Indigenous Knowledge Project
books that celebrate our
national heritage: Learning
about traditional pottery;
Learning about traditional
weaving and Learning about
traditional fermentation.
This funding
has enabled
the PSP to
provide an
excellent
resource for
projects
around our
HERITAGE
for many
teachers &
children.

The courses guided teachers with:
o

o
o

Integrating traditional knowledge with language and the
environment to value our Heritage
Providing ideas for curriculum project activities to implement in
the classroom
Employing appropriate teaching strategies to promote
environmental sustainability concepts, and inculcating respect
for and the value of our South African
heritage.

The PSP is grateful for the hands-on
and encouraging support from the City
of Cape Town.

With thanks to the National
Lottery Distribution Trust Fund
(NLDTF)
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PSP NEWS
THE HOEP PROJECT GOES TO
BREDASDORP

The PSP Hands-on-Environment Project (HOEP)
participated in the Cape Floral Kingdom Expo in
Bredasdorp by playing the Biodiversity Game at
schools’ own grounds. PSP’s Wendy Hitchcock visited
three schools in the area; Elim Primêr, Wagenkrantz
Primêr and Struisbaai Primêr.
The intention of the game is to highlight the diversity
and uniqueness of the plants and animals in the area
and how human activities are threatening them.

PLANET EARTH AND BEYOND
PREPARING FOR TERM 4
In order to help teachers prepare for teaching the
Natural Sciences & Technology Earth & Beyond strand in
the 4th term, the PSP ran a full 6 hr Saturday course for
Grades 4 – 7 teachers in separate venues at the end of
term 3.
This had been specially requested by teachers at the
previous Annual Mass Planning Forum. The PSP realizes
that the 4th term is short and pressured for teachers, due
to the assessments and moderation requirements.
Teachers agree they often do not have time to teach
parts of Planet Earth & Beyond.
Using the
PSP
Astronomy
Cards to
make up
their own
Solar
System

Grade 6 children playing the biodiversity musical chairs
game at Wagenkrantz Primêr in the town of Waenhuiskrans.

All animals and plants live in a habitat. Human
activities, such as farming, development, alien plants
and fires destroy these habitats. Learners
experienced what it feels like to lose your habitat by
playing the biodiversity musical chairs game. Each
child was an animal with a square of cloth
representing their habitat.
As the game proceeded, more and more habitats
were removed as the farmers ploughed up land, the
developers built houses and roads, alien plants grew
over the land and fires raged. Luckily for the animals
at the end, there are some nature reserves.
The message
is:
Notice plants
and animals,
don’t destroy
them
unnecessarily,
and put back
local species if
you can.

Teachers
designed
and made
their
model of
a Mars
Rover
with all
relevant
parts.

Teachers
experienced
the activities
on this topic
and left the
course with
an armful of
resources.
They are
excited to
African Skies Astronomy Cards: a
teach it
set of 16 A3 cards to help you teach
this term.
this strand from Grades 4 – 9. They

are available at the PSP for R150.

